
The network for hydropower stations for electrical energy production 
starts at the altitude of 704 meters (station Blidari 4) and finishes at 
the altitude of 370 meters (station Firiza 0). The catchment is located 
directly downstream of the Blidari 3 at 534 meters. This 1000 m3 basin 
is practically the supply source for Blidari 2. The pipeline is entirely made 
of steel and has a total length of 1600 m and diameter of 1000 mm. The 
turbinated water channel redirects the water into the Firiza river. 

The plant is operated automatically and controlled via computers. 
Special software system permanently controls the power production and 
turns the devices on and off.

Advantages: production of energy from water (renewable source), 
environmental protection, conservation of natural resources, new job 
opportunities and contributions to the local budget.

Viorel Marchis, operation manager 
Firiza city, Maramures county, Romania 
tel.: +4 074456985
web: http://espegroup.eu 

Highly efficient production of 
briquettes from oak and spruce sawdust 
is carried out by impact-mechanical 
method (500 kg / h; over 100 tons are 
produced per month). The company 
ships its products to several regions 
of Ukraine and also Germany, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Czech Republic, Poland and 
other countries.

The advantages of this type of biofuel 
are: the fuel briquettes burn from 1 to 
4 times longer than regular fire-wood, 
they are effective for use in saunas, 
fireplaces, solid fuel boilers and grills.

LLC "Europe"
Adriy Kuhar, director
8 Maydanska St., Ivano-Frankivsk region, 
Nadvirna,
78405, Ukraine 
tel.: + 38 0342 5018 50

In Ivano-Frankivsk the company replaced 21 old boilers by modern 
high-performance boilers. Currently the modernization activities of the 
heat supply system in Ivano-Frankivsk is carried out. Namely, the transition 
from 4-pipe to 2-pipe heat supply system with a full replacement of 
old pipes which gives a significant reduction in heat losses; installation 
of individual heating units; reconstruction of the boiler equipment that 
guarantee constant and quality heat and hot water supply; installation of 
CHP units and boilers that run on alternative fuels, which reduces the cost 
for heat and hot water supply.

This map also presents examples of energy efficient heating systems 
implemented by «Ivano-Frankivskteplocomunenergo».

Heating company "Ivano-Frankivskteplocomunenergo"
59 Khmelnitskogo St., Ivano-Frankivsk, 76007, Ukraine 
Mykhailo Kobylyansky, deputy chief engineer 
tel. + 38 0342 7307 06, + 38 0342 5024 81
e-mail: site@tke.if.ua
http://www.tke.if.ua

The company implements projects on geothermal pumps system «earth-
water» installations (use of thermal energy of the earth), and «air-water» 
units (use the air-source temperature which may be up to 25 degrees 
Celsius below zero) depending on the specifics of the object, the region 
and other possible factors.

The main advantages of geothermal pumps in comparison to the 
traditional heating systems are: small area needed for installations that 
use renewable energy of the sun and earth. Low power consumption is 
achieved through a high efficiency of the heat pump (from 380% to 460%) 
that allows to receive 3,5-4,6 kW of thermal energy or 3,5 kW of cooling 
output using only 1 kW of electricity actually consumed. 

Company  "Basys"
Pavlo Yizhak, director
80 Galytska St., Ivano-Frankivsk, 76019, Ukraine 
tel. +38 067 6750210, +38 066 0330210
e-mail: pbp_bazis@mail.ru

The energy management is the skill to rationally use and administrate 
the energy resources at all stages of production, transmission, distribution 
and consumption, including the optimal solution of complex technical, 
economic and environmental problems associated with this process. 
Graduates who wish to continue the research work will have the 
opportunity to join the post-graduate school at the University. In addition, 
graduates will receive a certificate under the training program «Energy 
Management and Energy Efficiency» (7 credits of the European Credit 
Transfer System ECTS).

Ivano-Frankivsk National Technical University of Oil and Gas
15 Karpatska St., Ivano-Frankivsk
76019, Ukraine
tel.: +38 0342 506611, +38 03422 42218
fax: +38 03422 42139
e-mail: tdm@nung.edu.ua
web: www.nung.edu.ua/acad/fngp/tdm 
http://tdm.nung.edu.ua 

The Faculty main trends are training in the field of engineering industry 
through own research activities and integration in technology development, 
innovation and technology transfer in accordance with national and 
regional development strategies. Engineering Faculty trains professional 
engineers, specialists and researchers. One of the main activities of 
the Faculty is connecting to the international community of engineering 
industry specialists through international cooperation and integrating of 
educational and scientific activities into regional, national and European 
socio-economic environment.

Specialties of the faculty: Energy engineering; Engineering and 
management in the energy sector; Monitoring and functioning of electric 
power systems.

North University of Baia Mare
Universitatea de Nord Baia Mare
62 A, Victor Babesh Str., Baia Mare, 430083, 
Maramures county, Romania 
tel.: +40 262-218922
fax: +40 262-276153
http://ubm.ro

The center conducts research in the application of nanotechnology and 
nanomaterials in technology sources and storage of electrical energy 
in order to improve their energy efficiency. Lots of attention is paid to 
the technological research in the field of optimization of the morphology 
of nano-porous carbon materials and development of molecular energy 
storages - supercapacitors. Certain attention is devoted to the activities 
in the field of new magnetic nanomaterials. In addition, research groups 
have developed the new nanomaterials for sensitized solar cells, medicine, 
agriculture, etc.

Center creates laboratory samples of supercapacitors and lithium 
electrical energy sources with technical specifications which are better 
quality than foreign analogues.

One of the main tasks of the Center is to train young professionals 
(undergraduate and graduate students) through their involvement in 
the research work and to establish a strong research structure on the 
Precarpathian land.

Precarpathian University
Volodymyr Kotsyubynskiy 
57 Shevchenko St., office 226, Ivano-Frankivsk,
76018, Ukraine 
tel.: +38 0342 596179; +38 097 3803959
fax: +38 0342 231574
e-mail: v_kotsuybynsky@mail.ru
http://www.pu.if.ua/depart/noc/www2/index.html

The Institute performs basic and applied research, development 
and engineering works focused on the modeling of physical and 
chemical processes in the creation and use of materials, production of 
microelectronics devices and sensors of physical quantities. Basic research 
areas are: development and improvement of technologies of growing 
crystals, films and nano-based semiconductor compounds II-VI and IV-VI, 
the investigation of their physics  and chemical properties and further 
optimization in order to create competitive materials for thermoelectric 
energy converters and devices of the infrared technology.

Precarpathian University
Dmytro Freik - Director 
Oleksandr Sokolov, scientific secretary 
57 Shevchenko St., office 03, Ivano-Frankivsk, 
76018, Ukraine 
tel.: +38 0342 596082
fax: +38 03422 31574
e-mail: freik@pu.if.ua
http://www.pu.if.ua/inst/phys_che

The main department activities related to coordination in energy sphere 
and effective recourses use; development of proposals on state regulation 
mechanisms of improvement fuel and energy complex within the regional 
economy; implementation of state investment and innovation policy in 
the energy saving sphere; development and implementation of regional 
programs in fuel-energy complex; coordination of activities on energy 
efficiency measures in budget and social sectors, housing and communal 
spheres; support in trainings of the administrative personnel, introducing 
the issues of the energy complex of the region etc. 

Main Department of Industry and Infrastructure Development  
Vadim Kozlenko, department head 
21 Grushevskogo Str.,Ivano-Frankivsk, 76018, Ukraine 
tel.: +38 0342 758095
fax: +38 0342 552058 
e-mail: main@trade.gov.if.ua 
http:// www.if.gov.ua

The main functions are: monitoring the effective use of fuel and 
energy resources and its accounting at the enterprises, institutions and 
organizations; control of gas consumption, technical condition of the gas 
systems and its preparation for the autumn-winter period; implementation 
of the decrees of the Cabinet Ministers of Ukraine on reduction of 
consumption of energy resources in the public sector; energy saving audit; 
energy certification etc.

State Inspection on Energy Saving,
Department in Ivano-Frankivsk region
Andriy Danyliv, head 
8a Tychyny Str., Ivano-Frankivsk, 76019, Ukraine 
tel.: +38 0342 776215
e-mail: if-diez@ukr.net    
http:// www.cdie.gov.ua 

NGO «Center for Municipal and Regional Development - Resource 
Center» provides the activities directed for sustainable principles of 
community development in Ivano-Frankivsk region, contributes to the 
innovation performance in environment improvement, saving resources 
and increases the life standards for local communities residents.

The projects aimed to promoting the idea of saving energy and 
resources are as follows:

- «Community participation in local government through the 
establishment of houses associations by the owners of multi-apartment and 
social partnership» (Ukrainian National Fund for projects and programs of 
local government, 2011). 

-  «Improvement of ecological situation in Ivano-Frankivsk region 
through the implementation of environment by collection and processing 
of solid wastes based on the experience of Baia Mare (Maramures, 
Romania)» (CBC program the EU ENPI Hungary-Slovakia-Romania-
Ukraine 2007-2013).

NGO "Center for Municipal and Regional Development - Resource Center"
Oleg Fedoryshyn, project manager  
26 Dnistrovska Str., Ivano-Frankivsk, 76018, Ukraine 
lel./fax: +38 0342 509883
e-mail: cmrd.rc@gmail.com, if-msw@yandex.ru

The innovation of the production is the electric infrared film-heating 
element «Indigo» which is made from special electrical isolation materials 
and fabrics with built-in infrared transmitter. The principle of infrared 
heater is similar to the sunlight - the radiation energy is absorbed by the 
surrounding surfaces and human bodies and given out to the air. The 
wavelength of the heating elements is 7-15 micron and is absolutely safe 
for the human being. «Indigo» can be used in private apartments, offices, 
industrial premises.

The benefits of this innovation are as follows: significant electrical 
energy saving up to app. 75% compared to conventional electric heaters 
and gas heaters; the payback period is in 1-1,5 heating seasons due to 
the low operating costs. Environmental security of the infrared system is 
primarily due to the absence of combustion products, which eliminates 
the emission of CO2 into the atmosphere and moving dust flux and other 
atmospheric pollutants.

The activities of NCP «Nanosciences, nanotechnologies, new materials and 
technologies» covers the following areas: dissemination of knowledge about the 
activities of the European Community’s research, development and technology 
among the wide public, providing opportunities for Ukrainian scientific and 
business community to integrate into European networks that support 
innovations and commercialization of research and development, promotion of 
participation of Ukrainian institutions engaged in research and development, as 
well as small and medium enterprises to participate in EU programs in the field 
of innovations and technology transfer.

NCP delivers seminars and workshops, including with the involvement of 
foreign experts for potential European research programs participants.

Precarpathian University after V. Stefanik
Volodymyr Kotsyubynskiy 
57 Shevchenko St., office 226, Ivano-Frankivsk,
76018, Ukraine  
tel.: +38 0342 596179; +38 097 3803959
fax: +38 0342 231574
e-mail: v_kotsuybynsky@mail.ru
http://www.pu.if.ua/depart/noc/www2/index.html

The main objectives of the Association are: development of agro-
tourism as one of the most promising direction for the Ukrainian villages 
development and preservation of people’s health; keeping and promoting 
the national traditions of the healthy food and regional culture; support to 
the employment of the rural population, creation of the new job places in 
the villages and generating the additional sources of income. 

Public organization “Association of organic products "Pure flora"
Bogdan Pernak, deputy head
21 A Grushevskiy st. office 714, Ivano-Frankivsk, 
76018, Ukraine 
tel.: + 38 0342 551883
fax: + 38 0342 504666

The Agency’ activities are: promoting of sustainable energy concept 
and main energy management principles for different target groups, 
local authorities, educational institutions and hospitals, private companies 
etc.; strategic planning of energy saving programs; improving community 
awareness in energy saving field; promoting of energy efficient technologies 
and its implementation in the region.

NGO Agency of Energy Management in Maramures county  
430311,  46, Gr.Sinikai Str., Baia Mare, Maramures county, Romania  
(Maramuresh City Council)
Adina Dimitru, director  
tel.: +40 747 021819 
fax:+40 362 401665
e-mail: adina.dimitru@amemm.ro 
http://www.amemm.ro  

JSC "Inductor"
Bogdan Kobrynsky, deputy director
15 Maksimovycha St., Ivano-Frankivsk, 76009, Ukraine 
phone / fax: +38 0342 507172
tel.: +38 050 3739303, +38 063 3915655
E-mail: induktor@list.ru
http:www.induktor-indigo.com.ua

Exclusive in Ivano-Frankivsk region the certified energy laboratory was 
established in 2009 with the support of the Norwegian government in 
the framework of Ukrainian-Norwegian educational program «Energy 
Management and Energy Efficiency» at the University departments of 
«Technical Diagnostics and Monitoring» and «Electricity and Electrical 
Equipment.» This is the first establishment in Ivano-Frankivsk region that 
provides services of energy audit. The lab team consists of qualified 
specialists in the field of technical diagnostics, electricity, gas and heat 
supply, construction and operation of complex power equipment.

Ivano-Frankivsk National Technical University of Oil and Gas
Department of Technical Diagnostics and Monitoring, 
Laboratory of energy audit, office 9205
Igor Rybitskiy, chief 
15 Karpatska St., Ivano-Frankivsk,
76019, Ukraine 
тел.: +38 0342 504708
е-mail: mkarpash@nung.edu.ua

The company that operates car repair business has installed in their 
production facilities the water heat boiler that  runs on used motor 
oils. Thus was solved the problem of oil wastes and this model can be 
replicated to other similar type businesses.

Advantages: savings on gas up to 50% of the need.

JSC «Karpaty-Lada»
Ivan Bratovnyk, director
433 Konovaltsa St., Ivano-Frankivsk, 
76014, Ukraine 
tel. +38 03422 24948, +38 0507352806
fax: +38 03422 23218

Mini hydroelectric power station was built in the upper reaches of 
the Prut river under Hoverla mountain. It is surrounded by the protected 
ecosystems of Carpathian National Nature Park and is located next to 
the main tourist route to the highest peak of Ukraine. The station capacity 
is 1,2 MWh. The water supply is done by pressure pipe with 1200 mm 
diameter with following distribution to three installed units. Electricity is 
used for the needs of local communities. The project is being implemented 
since 2009.

Currently the new construction project of hydropower station №2 
with 282 kW of total capacity received a positive expert opinion by 
the Regional Department of State Inspection of Energy Saving in Ivano-
Frankivsk region. The technological part of the project involves the use 
of hydro power potential of Probiyna river and its converting into electric 
energy.

Valeriy Myroniuk, owner
Probiyna village, Verhovyna district, Ivano-Frankivsk region
78701, Ukraine 
tel.: +38 03352 78086

NGO "Center for Municipal and Regional 
Development - Resource Center"22Public organization “Association of organic products 

"Pure flora"21
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The thicken wool weavings 
installation, trashing machine 
and mill are the ancient 
mechanisms powered by 
water. The installations are 
placed along the Cosau River 
in the historical Maramures 
and is the only in the region. 
Currently used by local 
community. 

Advantages: energy-
saving,  recourse saving for 
the owner, low cost facilities 
and tourist attraction for the 
community.

Opris Gheorghe, owner
Sarbi village, Budesht district, 
Maramures county, Romania  
tel: +40 262 373898

Filling device powered by water in Sarbi village 4

There is complex of energy saving technologies for heating, lighting, 
spa and eco-holiday tourists implemented. Namely: geothermal pump is 
used during the winter period for heating; new generation of photovoltaic 
solar panels are used to supply warm water to the guesthouse and to the 
pools; bicycle renting offered for guests – organizing outdoor recreational 
activities using non-motorized alternative transportation. 

Advantages: energy-saving,  recourse saving for the owner, healthy 
outdoor activities and spa facilities for the guests and tourists  

Pop Vasile
Str. Unirii no. 1D, Ocna Sugatag, Maramures, Romania
tel: +40 262 374133; +40 751 944353; +40 744 598842
e-mail: popasul@clicknet.ro 
web: http://popasul.ro

Installation for the production of hydro energy with the following 
characteristics: Pi = 0,4 MW; Turbine Type: Horizontal Francisc; 
Transformer Type: raising of 750 KVA; Power Supply: From the 6kV grid 
with 2 x 250 KVA transformers; Nominal Flow Rate: 1,0 mc/s; Design 
Head: 60m; Upgraded in 2002

Advantages: production of energy from water (renewable source), 
environmental protection, conservation of natural resources, new job 
opportunities and contribution to the local budget. 

Romanian Water Authority 
Stelian Ivascu, manager   
Republic quay, Baia Mare,
Maramures county, Romania
tel.: +40 744 394 858
 

Within National energy saving program 
the 8 blocks of flats were insolated. The total 
costs of the project was 500 000 Euro. There 
is no central heat system in the city. During the 
winter the heat is produced from the installed 
heat pumps with a total capacity of 80kW. 

Advantages: decrease of energy 
consumption by 50%, reduction of carbon 
emissions, saving money for the apartments 
owners.

Cogeneration unit AGP-360S-T400-2p (68 Dovga St., Ivano-Frankivsk). The 
total electric and thermal power capacity is 360 kW and 524 kW respectively. 
Nominal fuel consumption is 110 m3/hour. Advantages: the unit designed for the 
simultaneous production of electricity and thermal energy by using natural gas as 
primary fuel for the gas-piston engine. The overall efficiency of the cogeneration 
plant is 88, 8%.

Cogeneration unit G3516TA (91 Fedkovycha St., Ivano-Frankivsk) is designed for 
the simultaneous production of electricity and thermal energy by using natural gas 
as primary fuel for the gas-piston engine. The general electrical and thermal power 
cogeneration plant capacity is 1030 kW and 1201kVt respectively. Nominal fuel 
consumption is 279 m3/hour. Cogeneration unit was put into operation in 2004. 
Advantages: the overall efficiency of this cogeneration plant is 81,27%.

Cogeneration unit Caterpillar G3520LE (34 Industrialna St., Ivano-Frankivsk) is 
designed for the simultaneous production of electricity and thermal energy by using 
natural gas as primary fuel for the gas-piston engine. The general electrical and 
thermal power capacity of the cogeneration plant is 1460 kW and 1731 kW 
respectively. Nominal fuel consumption is 411 m3/hour. The unit was put into 
operation in 2008. Advantages: the overall efficiency of cogeneration plant is 
82,0%.

Cogeneration unit on the basis of two engines DvH1A-500-1 (3 Symonenko 

Heating company "Ivano-Frankivskteplocomunenergo"
Mykhailo Kobylyansky, deputy chief engineer 
59 Khmelnitskogo St., Ivano-Frankivsk, 76007, Ukraine 
tel. + 38 0342 7307 06, + 38 0342 5024 81
e-mail: site@tke.if.ua
web: http://www.tke.if.ua

St., Ivano-Frankivsk) is designed for the simultaneous production of electricity and 
thermal energy by using natural gas as primary fuel for the gas piston engine. 
Set into operation in 2009. Advantages: the general electrical and thermal power 
cogeneration unit capacity is 1000 kW and 1480 kW respectively. Nominal fuel 
consumption is 300 m3/hour. The overall efficiency of the cogeneration plant is 
88,7%.

The boiler house located at 11 Yunosti St., Ivano-Frankivsk is 3,4 MW (2,924 
Gcal / h) of capacity. Annual output of thermal energy is 6904,9 Gcal. Two boilers 
E-2,5-0, 9 with cameras for burning wood waste are in the operation. Advantages: 
fuel for boiler is chopped biomass; primary wood with 60% moisture content, wood 
chips, sawdust, shavings, wastes from wood processing enterprises with the moisture 
content from 40% to 60%. 

Traditional Pokyttay house is the sample of using energy-efficient 
heating systems, water and electricity supply. For the everyday needs the 
solar collectors for water heating are used; they heat 380 liters of water 
per day; the wind turbine and the photocell (50 W)  used for the electricity 
production that charge the 100 ampere battery which feed the energy-
saving lamps and the solar circulation pump collectors; biogas is used 
in for the stove; the system of air recuperation is installed; the capillary 
heating and cooling provide heating for the floor and cooling from the 
ceiling; the heat tape is used for the floor and walls.

Advantages of the above mentioned systems: cost savings on drinking 
water and energy resources up to 75%, significant reduction of sewage 
volumes; fresh and clean air in the house.

Petro Dzhumachuk, owner
7 Promyslova St., Kovalivka village,
Kolomyia district, Ivano-Frankivsk region
78203, Ukraine
tel.: +38 093 3482659, +38 097 2139125
e-mail: nasha.oselia@gmail.com

Private house of Petro Dzhumachuk3

Municipality of Baia Sprie 
4 Libertatii Str., Baia Sprie, 
Maramures county, Romania 
tel.: +40 262-262303
fax: +40 262-260059 
e-mail: primaria@baiasprie.com

Sale of fish is about 40 000 tons per year. 
The saturation of water with oxygen for trout 
is done through the use of natural water force, 
namely the difference in height without the use 
of additional energy sources. The farm is built 
with the use of local resources available: stone 
and wood. 

Advantages: energy-saving, use of local 
resources, jobs created for local community, 
tourist attraction 

Alexis Prodpan, owner 
Mara village, Desesti district, 
Maramures county, Romania  
tel: +40 726 254276

Replacement of 1486 lamps (100-
250W) for energy-saving (50W) was 
done with the support of Romanian 
Agency for mountain areas development 
by World Bank funding.

Advantages: energy saving, reduction 
of carbon emissions, saving money for 
the local municipality.

Municipality of Baia Sprie 
4, Libertatii Str., Baia Sprie, 
Maramures county, Romania
tel.: +40 262-262303
fax: +40 262-260059 
e-mail: primaria@baiasprie.com

The out of order stove heating system in Kosiv preschool education 
center (5 Zarichna St., Ivano-Frankivsk region, Kosiv) was replaced by 
geothermal heat pump system type «water-water», which allows heating 
the building without natural gas, liquid or solid fuel. The thermal energy 
of ground waters is used; the average annual temperature is +7 - +14 
degrees, which is quite sufficient for the system operating.

The advantages are as follows: the installed system allows saving up to 
50-60% of the funds previously spent for the traditional heating.

Company “Basys”
Pavlo Yizhak, director
80 Galytska St., Ivano-Frankivsk,  76019, Ukraine 
tel. +38 067 6750210, +38 066 0330210
e-mail: pbp_bazis@mail.ru

Geothermal heat pump system type «water-water» in 
Kosiv preschool education center5

Hydro power plant U.H.E.II - PRESURE NODE, SC ESPE 
ENERGIA SRL Company 7

Popasul din deal – guesthouse1

Heat pumps system installed in apartment blocks 
of Baia Sprie8 Efficient Public Lighting in Baia Sprie9 Private traditional trout farm in Mara village  10

Cogeneration and boiler units in Ivano-Frankivsk by heating company «Ivano-
Frankivskteplocomunenergo»2

The modern house with high quality thermal insulation; the heat pump 
type «earth-water» is installed as well as the system of three solar collectors, 
a fireplace with a water jacket (19 kWt) and capillary water heating system 
(120 m2), which is connected to the 380 liter boiler. Also the system of central 
recuperation is used with the earth meter.

Advantages of the above mentioned systems: cost savings on drinking 
water and energy resources up to 75%, significant reduction of sewage 
volumes; fresh and clean air in the house.

Private house of  Dmytro Kramar6

Dmytro Kramar, owner
30 a Sichovych Striltsiv St., Sopiv village,
Kolomyia district, Ivano-Frankivsk region, 
78203, Ukraine
tel.: +38 067 9946019
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INFORMATION FOR USERS

We offer your attention the map with the energy saving facilities of 
Ivano-Frankivsk region (Ukraine) and Maramures County (Romania). 
This map is prepared by the “Agency Private Initiative Development” 
(Ivano-Frankivsk) and the Association «Ecologic» (Baia Mare) within 
the Project «Saving energy - saving future».

The Project «Saving energy - saving future» is being implemented in 
Ivano-Frankivsk region of Ukraine and Maramures county of Romania 
and is financed by the European Union within the framework of the 
Hungary-Slovakia-Romania-Ukraine ENPI Cross-border Cooperation 
Programme 2007-2013. 

The project started on December 10, 2010 as a response to the 
challenges associated with the loss of natural resources and the 
need to use renewable energy in the EU and neighboring countries 
and lasts 1 year. The project objective is to promote energy efficient 
technologies and cross-border cooperation in this sector between 
youth, government authorities and business sector and building strong 
partnership for future cross-border cooperation in this direction.

The idea of this map is to introduce the interested parties in a 
comprehensible and visual way to the development of energy saving 
technologies and activities focused on the saving of natural resources 
in two border regions - Ivano-Frankivsk Region and Maramures 
County. The map is the result of research and analytical work of the 
Project team: Ukrainian and Romanian experts.

The map is marked with industrial and commercial facilities that use 
energy-saving technologies or are the producers and service providers 
in the energy saving sector. The map also shows institutions engaged 
in research and scientific activities in this area and personnel training, 
local authorities and organizations that implement governmental 
policy on energy saving issues.  The civil society organizations that 
support and promote innovations and energy saving projects are also 
presented here. Text part of the map includes objects’ descriptions 
and contact information.

The authors and editors of the map expect that it will be of practical 
interest and use for representatives of local authorities, business, 
scientists, researchers, students, tourists and all those committed to 
environment, development and livelihoods of Ivano-Frankivsk region 
and Maramures.

This map has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. The 
contents of the map is the sole responsibility of NGO “Agency for Private Initiative 
Development” and can in no way be taken to reflect the views 
of the European Union.

The Hungary-Slovakia-Romania-Ukraine ENPI Cross-border Cooperation 
Programme is to be implemented in the period of 2007-2013 on the external border 
of the participating EU Member States with Ukraine. The European Neighbourhood 
and Partnership Instrument supports cross-border co-operations on the external 
borders of the EU.
The overall objective of the Programme is to intensify and deepen cooperation in an 
environmentally, socially and economically sustainable way between Zakarpatska, 
Ivano-Frankivska and Chernivetska regions of Ukraine and eligible and adjacent 
areas of Hungary, Romania and Slovakia. 

The Joint Managing Authority of the Programme is the National Development 
Agency, Hungary. The website of the Programme is www.huskroua-cbc.net 
The project “Saving energy – saving future” is implemented under the Hungary-
Slovakia-Romania-Ukraine ENPI Cross-Border Cooperation Programme 2007-
2013 (www.huskroua-cbc.net), and is co-financed by the European Union through 
the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument. The overall objective 
of the Programme is to intensify and deepen cooperation in an environmentally, 
socially and economically sustainable way between Zakarpatska, Ivano-Frankivska 
and Chernivetska regions of Ukraine and eligible and adjacent areas of Hungary, 
Romania and Slovakia.

The European Union is made up of 27 Member States who have decided to 
gradually link together their know-how, resources and destinies. Together, during 
a period of enlargement of 50 years, they have built a zone of stability, democracy 
and sustainable development whilst maintaining cultural diversity, tolerance and 
individual freedoms. The European Union is committed to sharing its achievements 
and its values with countries and peoples beyond its borders. The European 
Commission is the EU’s executive body.
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